
Hygostar Hygomat, automatic overshoe dispenser

Overshoe machine - extremely fast: The mobile overshoe dispenser HYGOMAT CLASSIC
is especially characterized by its independence of location and its good price-performance
ratio. So you can equip staff, visitors and guests quickly and comfortably with overshoes -
everywhere and without electricity.
Another plus: With the overshoe dispenser you save valuable time. Because the annoying
and time-consuming process of putting on overshoes is done in seconds with the
HYGOMAT. 4x faster than putting them on manually!
improves hygiene & cleanliness very hygienically, because overshoes are not touched by
hand reduces germs and infections, cross-contamination is prevented maintenance-free
and very reliable simple, fast operation very quiet in use automatically adapts to the shoe
clean room certification ISO class 5* according to EN ISO 14644-1 Operation: The user puts
his foot into the machine on the opened overshoe. When pulling the foot backwards, the
overshoe fits perfectly on the foot.
Large selection of suitable overshoes: from very simple variants to super slip-resistant
overshoes - especially for safe walking on wet or slippery floors.
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Customer comments on the overshoe machine HYGOMAT:
 
The Hygomat is extremely time-saving. We use it for visitors in our entrance area and are
very satisfied. It is simple and fast. - Mr Dusch, Grossmann Feinkost GmbH.
 
We are absolutely satisfied with the Hygomat. We use it for both visitors and employees.
Putting on the overshoes has become so much easier. We used to have boxes of
overshoes everywhere and the overshoes first had to be taken apart. With the Hygomat
everything goes much faster and it is super comfortable. No more bending down! Quick
and ready, within 2 seconds the overshoes are on your foot. - Elke Frese, GfM mbH -
Society for Micronization.
 
It was important for us to have a overshoe machine that is specially approved for food
areas. The Hygomat has the required declaration of conformity and works without any
problems. Our employees in food production are completely satisfied. - Christine Dobler,
Houdek Arzberg GmbH.
 
• 4x faster than putting on overshoes manually
• space-saving and without electricity
• Space for up to 110 overshoes
• easy handling, very quiet
• Weight: approx. 8,5 kg

item number WL35273

model Hygostar-88810

model line Hygostar Hygomat

manufacturer FRANZ MENSCH

manufacturer item number 88810

order unit 1 piece

content unit 1 piece

Colour grey, white
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